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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following is a possible status sequence for a background job?
Please choose the correct answer.
Response:
A. Planned>Ready>Released>Active>Finished
B. Planned>Released>Ready>Active>Finished
C. Planned>Active>Released>ready>Finished
D. Planned> Released>Ready>cancelled
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have the Microsoft Azure Advanced Threat Protection (ATP) workspace shown in the
Workspace exhibit. (Click the Workspace tab.)
The sensors settings for the workspace are configured as shown in the Sensors exhibit. (Click
the Sensors tab.)
You need to ensure that Azure ATP stores data in Asia.
Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions
from the list of actions to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-advanced-threat-protection/install-atp-step1

NEW QUESTION: 3
A highly regulated company has a policy that DevOps Engineers should not log in to their
Amazon EC2 instances except in emergencies. If a DevOps Engineer does log in, the Security
team must be notified within
15 minutes of the occurrence.
Which solution will meet these requirements?
A. Set up a script on each Amazon EC2 instance to push all logs to Amazon S3. Set up an S3
event to trigger an AWS Lambda function, which triggers an Amazon Athena query to run. The
Athena query checks for logins and sends the output to the Security team using Amazon SNS.

B. Set up AWS CloudTrail with Amazon CloudWatch Logs. Subscribe CloudWatch Logs to
Amazon Kinesis. Attach AWS Lambda to Kinesis to parse and determine if a log contains a user
login. If it does, send a notification to the Security team using Amazon SNS.
C. Install the Amazon Inspector agent on each EC2 instance. Subscribe to Amazon CloudWatch
Events notifications. Trigger an AWS Lambda function to check if a message is about user
logins. If it is, send a notification to the Security team using Amazon SNS.
D. Install the Amazon CloudWatch agent on each EC2 instance. Configure the agent to push all
logs to Amazon CloudWatch Logs and set up a CloudWatch metric filter that searches for user
logins. If a login is found, send a notification to the Security team using Amazon SNS.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Wo aktivieren Sie das Commitment Management für interne Bestellungen? Es gibt ZWEI richtige
Antworten auf diese Frage
A. Im Budgetprofil
B. Im Buchungskreis
C. Im Kontrollbereich
D. In der Auftragsart
Answer: C,D
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